FROM 1969
IMPROVING
DAY BY DAY
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COMERSAN.COM

REFERENCE
BRAND IN TEXTILE
Comersan was founded in 1969 and has become
one of the first textile brands of great weight
in Spain and strong international presence
in over 80 countries. Its facilities 30,000 m2
concentrate the most innovative machinery 70
looms (Jacquard and dobby), digital printing,
finishing, with a team of 140 highly qualified
and multidisciplinary people.

Adaptación a la demanda
del mercado y una capacidad
rápida de respuesta.
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Here the most innovative
machinery 70 looms (Jacquard
and dobby) and digital
printing is concentrated, with
a staff of 140 people.

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT
COMERSAN?
We offer quality, design, brand, and service creation
We adapt to market demand and we have a fast response.
Our constant coupon service for international sales, ensures that our customers can buy
meters without having to buy waushole pieces. Also we have a company in Miami to offer this
service. This is mainly possible due to the large size of Comersan warehouse, allowing us to be
quick. The pieces are well labeled and sorted by facilitating the selection of each product and
sending fabric cuts anywhere in Europe in just 3 days.
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COMERSAN.COM

MADE IN SPAIN WITH R & D + I
Comersan provides its customers quality thanks to textile production control before, during and after
each process, even this be a generator of local employment.

R&D+I

QUALITY CONTROL 360º

Continuous research of the technicians from
Comersan result in a novel products with superb
properties for industrial use in terms to washing,
pilling, abrasion, lightfastness, by providing fire-retardant treatments, Indanthren use of colors,
blockout, resinated, stain resistant, integrated in
the textile as a heated systems technologies ...
that make these fabrics ideal for customers in restaurants, hotels, etc.

Comersan takes care of each and every one of the
processes of product development, from design of
the collection, to the final packaging of the product,
including manufacture of tissue and stock production.
This ensures the high quality of textile products.

COMERSAN EXCLUSIVE
BRANDS

Comersan focuses its efforts
and investments in R + D
+ I of new products and
technical fabrics.

Foscusan Alfa® Is an acoustic flame retardant, blackout and absorbent
fabric highly demanded by the catering industry and hotels.
Comfortsan® A unique system of heated fabric. Stand out clients like
hotels, restaurants, luxury apartments, medical clinics, nursery schools,
gyms, etc.

WATER PROOF

STAIN RESISTANT

FIRE RETARDAN
T

FIRE RETARDAN
T

BLACK OUT

DIM OUT

Columna de agua

Ignífugo

Wallsan® An innovative fabric wall covering with or without flame
retardant. A product that is very successful in hospitality and interior
design.

EASY CLEAN COATIN
G
Resinado antimanchas

Comersan AITEX collaborates with the Technological Institute to
develop and create new technical textiles.

MOULD SHIELD
Escudo antimoho

Antimanchas

Ocultante

ACOUSTIC ABSORBI
NG
Absorbente acústico

SANITIZED
Actifresh

OUTDOOR

Exterior-jardín

Ignífugo

Oscurante

BACTERIAL SHIELD
Escudo antibacterias

LEAD WEIGHTED BAS
E
Bajo con plomo
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COMERSAN.COM

For the company and
our stakeholders: what
is important for them is
important to us.

THE COMERSAN
VALUES
We work based on a corporate standards that
help us to work together and coherent, key part
of our corporate success

PROFESSIONALITY
QUALITY
VALUE CREATION
RESEARCH
SUSTAINABILITY
ENGAGEMENT
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VISION

MISION

Be the company recognized leader in textile
globally by customers, suppliers, media, part
of the human team and eventuallyby all the
stakeholders of the company.

Make available to Marketplace products of
the highest quality textiles, for decoration,
household linen, upholstery, hotel, catering
and contract projects; investing in R & D + i
in technical textiles, trend designs, timeless
classics, as well as an integral service of
manufacturing, installation and quality
control.
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COMERSAN.COM

OUR PRODUCT
Besides textile goods of the highest quality for decoration,
household linen, upholstery, fashion, hotel, catering and Project
Contract, we offer the service of clothing and fabrics placement
worldwide.

DIGITAL PRINTING.

Fast, versatile and flexible. The best printing
technology at the best price in the market.

UPHOLSTERY AND DECORATION.

More than 2000 references materialized in
textile collections that adapt to all needs and
preferences of our customers.

CONTRACT - HOSPITALITY AND CATERING.

We arrange small and large textile architecture
projects. We manufacture textiles, sewing and
install them on the spot.
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INDUSTRY LEADERS IN
STYLE & TRENDS
Trend. The design department and production are
constantly creating Comersan items that meet the
demands and market trends. We have the best advisory
services for early trend fashion and interior decoration.

We have an extensive
fabric range. Plain with new
textures, trend and classic
reviews prints.

Comersan has an extensive
collection of totally unique
designs all in an European
elegant fashion line and
design.
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COMERSAN.COM

11
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COMERSAN.COM

DESIGN
LAB
The task developed by our design department, with
the collaboration of the best groups of European
designers, our product configure as a reference in
the sector.
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LARGE
CATALOG
Professionals in finishes, prints, laminates and
Jacquard. With the latest technology printing
machinery Comersan transfer. They print a very real
colorful design

A stock of 5000 references
and 200 totally different
collections.
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COMERSAN.COM

CONTRACT
TEXTIL
We create customized products and then make
adjustments for installation, offering a professional
and seamless result.
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COMERSAN
SERVICE
Projects that require rapid response capacity
and rigorous production control, adapted to the
schedule and requirements of the promoter.

From Comersan we
committed to business area
of contract projects for hotels
and hospitality.
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COMERSAN.COM

THE CUSTOMER
WINS
Concentrating the whole production process,
the customer gets centralize all project in the
same company, which simplifies and improves
communication.

Our focus is on the contract
projects to facilitate the
management of the
renovation or construction of
new facilities.
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AWARDS AND
RECOGNITIONS
Comersan has received awards of great relevance due to
its experience and professionalism in the sector.
1995 - Export Award granted by the Chamber of
Commerce of Alicante.
2002 - Prince Felipe Award for Business Excellence in the
category of Technological Innovation. Upon receiving the
award, the company awarded Comersan sees a continuous
effort in R + D + i, who initially were set as a main goals and
that has been investing for over 45 years.
2006 - Nova Innovation Award. Comersan textile company
was awarded in the X edition of the Nova awards for its
innovative work in the category of consolidated company
in the textile sector.
2012 - Company Escola D’Art Award. Comersan works
with schools in the community in which it operates, so it is
particularly proud to have received this award dedicated
to his commitment and sensitivity towards design.

Comersan President José Sanjuan Sanjuan
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COMERSAN.COM

ENVIRONMENT
We recycle containers of chemicals and
participate in selective collection campaigns.
Implementation of an adiabatic Central:
Comersan not only guarantees suitable
temperature and humidity for best performance
of equipment, but also removes any dirt,
preventing it comes to the outside.
Quality certificate Öko-Tex: All our fabrics have
this certificate, which guarantees the absence of
harmful substances in textiles.s.
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WE CARE
ABOUT DETAILS
Comersan was founded
in 1969 from the hand
of businessman Jose
Sanjuan Sanjuan as
a specialist in the
manufacture and
distribution of fabrics
for upholstery and
decoration business.
Jorge Sanjuan Perez,
CEO of Comersan S.A.
He completed the project
on an industry materialized
Comersan current facilities.

In 1988 he began his first
Comersan sales outside
Spain, to consolidate
later as export and
international business.
Currently, Comersan has
presence and sells its
products in more than 80
countries.
In 2002 it makes a strong
economic investment to
modernize and expand
its facilities over 30,000
m2 located in Cocentaina
(Alicante), where all the
processes of design,
production and quality
control are performed.
100% made in Spain.
This allows Comersan

take strong economic
momentum and set its
industrial activity, better
controlling product
quality and providing
faster service.

Jorge Sanjuan Perez,
CEO of Comersan S.A.

COMERSAN.COM

HEADQUARTERS

GERMAN OFFICE

EE.UU OFFICE

Políg. Ind. Els Algars.

In der Schley 4e

COMERSAN FABRICS CORP.

c/ Banyeres de Mariola.

D - 41189

8348 NW 30 TER

03820-Cocentaina (Alicante).

Mönchengladbach

MIAMI, FL 33166

Phone +34 965545811

Phone +49 (2166) 958 777

Phone +1 305 482 0160

Fax +34 965545787

Fax +49 (2166) 958 779

Fax +1 305 482 0260

info@comersan.com

morate@comersan.de

info@comersanfabrics.com

